Complete each sentence personifying its subject.

Example: The flowers **nodded in agreement.**

1) The clouds _____________________________

2) The candle _____________________________

3) Jason's computer _____________________________

4) The tornado _____________________________

5) The moon _____________________________

6) The trees _____________________________

7) The sun _____________________________

8) The snowflakes _____________________________

9) Each photo in the album _____________________________

10) Time _____________________________
Personification

Complete each sentence personifying its subject. (Answers may vary)

Example: The flowers **nodded in agreement**.

1) The clouds **are wandering over valleys and hills**.

2) The candle **kept shedding its tears**.

3) Jason's computer **throws a fit, whenever he tries to send an email**.

4) The tornado **swallowed the entire town**.

5) The moon **sang Little Sarah an amazing lullaby**.

6) The trees **whispered to each other at night**.

7) The sun **has dozed off a little earlier than usual**.

8) The snowflakes **gently kissed her cheeks**.

9) Each photo in the album **tells a distinct story**.

10) Time **is a destroyer; it’s a preserver too**.
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